FRESNO CHAFFEE ZOO

WANTS TO BRING THE
ZOO TO YOU!
Fresno Chaffee Zoo’s Zoomobile program is a fun, interactive learning experience for children of all ages.
Presentations complement your science curriculum and are designed to meet the Next Generation Science
Standards for each grade level. We have a wild selection of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and creepy
crawlies available to visit your site (at least one of the animals is touchable).
$90 per presentation when two or more presentations are
scheduled in the same day.
$110 for one presentation.
Mileage fees may apply for sites outside of the
Fresno/Clovis area.
To book a presentation please contact us at least 3 weeks
ahead of your desired presentation date. Cancellation fees
may apply.
Presentation lenghts vary by grade/age group. Ask about
our class size limits.

Animal Kingdom (1st, 3rd)

Investigate animals with backbones: birds, mammals, reptiles, and
amphibians. Characteristics of each group will be explored using
biofacts and live animals.

(NGSS: 1-LS1-1, 1-LS1-2, 2-LS4-1, 3-LS2-1, 3-LS4-3, 3-LS4-2)

Choose from one of the following wild topics!

Animal Attire (Pre-K, K)

Discover the difference between fur, feathers, and scales. Meet and touch
animals that “wear” these different body coverings.
(NGSS: K-LS1-1, K-ESS2-2)

Animal Boogie (Pre-K, K)

Can you stand like a flamingo? Slither like a snake? Learn about how different
animals move and how these adaptations help them live where they live.
(NGSS: K-LS1-1, K-ESS2-2, K-ESS3-1)

Desert Oasis (1st, 3rd)

Have you ever wondered how an animal can survive the challenges of a desert
home? Meet some amazing desert-dwelling critters and discover their
adaptations for life in the desert.
(NGSS: 1-LS1-1, 1-LS1-2, 2-LS4-1, 3-LS4-3, 3-LS4-4, 3-LS4-2)

Jungle Journey (1st, 3rd)

Take a trip into the rainforest and meet some of the animals that make the
trees their home. Also, learn how you are connected to the rainforests every
day. (NGSS: 1-LS1-1, 1-LS1-2, 2-LS4-1, 3-LS2-1, 3-LS4-4, 3-LS4-2)

Living the Night Life (1st, 3rd)

Learn about nocturnal animals and their special adaptations that
help them live their life under the moon.

(NGSS: 1-LS1-1, 1-LS1-2, 2-LS4-1, 3-LS2-1, 3-LS4-3, 3-LS4-2)

Wild California (4th, 5th)

Meet animals that live in our own backyard – California native
critters! Find out what makes these animals unique and why it’s
important to protect them. (NGSS: 4-LS1-1, 4- LS1-2, 5-PS3-1, 5-LS2-1)

What’s for Dinner? (4th, 5th, 7th)
Predator and prey animals have different adaptations for survival.
Discover the connections between the producers, consumers, and
decomposers in a food web.
(NGSS: 4-LS1-1, 4- LS1-2, 5-PS3-1, 5-LS2-1, MS-LS2-3)

Amazing Adaptations (6th, 8th)

Discover some of the amazing adaptations animals have for life in
the wild. Learn how these traits support successful survival and
reproduction which allows them to thrive!

(NGSS: MS-LS1-4, MS-LS4-4)

For more information call the Fresno Chaffee Zoo Education
Department at (559) 498-5928 or email
zoomobile@fresnochaffeezoo.org.

